
WonderLeaf is a small-batch, craft producer of raw,

uncut, and strain-specific CO2 concentrates.

HIGH QUALITY, HIGH POTENCY

WONDERLEAF
RAW - STRAIN SPECIFIC - UNCUT

We are a small, family-owned company based in

Aurora, Colorado. 

We are are dedicated to improving our community

and working to push the industry forward.

Our size allows us to constantly improve our process, be flexible, and able to  address all

questions, inquiries, and issues quickly and to your satisfaction.

@WonderLeafCo /WonderLeafCo WonderLeaf.com

our approach to extraction

RAW AND
UNCUT

Our oil is made using only pure, raw
cannabis oil and strain-specific,
cannabis-derived terpenes. 
We have never, and will never use

any additives or preservatives in

our oils. 
We always make it our goal to
produce a clean, safe product that is
as close to flower as possible.

SMALL BATCH
Our core focus is creating a craft product
with an artisanal touch. 
We are strain specific because we care
about the unique qualities of every strain
we process. 
We maintain the native cannabinoid and
terpene ratios of each strain in our oil, so
that it tastes and feels exactly like the
flower they are extracted from.

WHO ARE WE?

FROM GREEN TO GOLD
It all starts with the plant. We personally inspect each grow we
work with to ensure their growing methodology is clean and pure.

Save those terpenes. Each extraction begins by gently isolating
terpenes from freshly ground material before decarboxylation. Terpenes
are easily destroyed, and this ensures each strain maintains its unique
and complex flavor profile.

Low and slow. We use CO2 in a sub-critical state, meaning we can be
gentle with our material. We are able to target specific materials
(sap, oil, lipids, etc.) in the machine by changing the density of the CO2.

Never winterized, never distilled. Our oil comes out in fractions, and
these are combined to make both pen and syringe oils. We run these
combinations through a mechanical filtration process to remove or break
down lipids. The care we take in the machine means that our oils never
need to be chemically altered in any way.

Faithful to the flower. When our products are ready, we reintroduce the
terpenes. Because we only use terpenes extracted from
the cannabis plant (and never artificial or botanical terpenes) our
products wind up with a more complex and complete flavor profile that is
true to the strain.
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WONDERLEAF
RAW - STRAIN SPECIFIC - UNCUT

OUR PRODUCT LINE
What started it all - the Cartridge. 

 510 thread
Glass and stainless steel
Top-pulling; won't leak from bottom
Works with any push-button battery
Contains our highest quality oil - average
potency of 85%

 

The newest addition to the family -
Disposable 250mg. 

 CCell technology
Glass and stainless steel, with a beautiful
wooden tip.
Same high-quality, high-potency oil as our
cartridges

 
 

Our "Not so Basic" Basic Syringe.
Child-resistant Twistspenser syringe
Doesn't look like a hypodermic needle
Best for infusions, lining a joint, or dabbing
Dab right into your banger using the attached
440 stainless steel tip
Current average around 78% total cannabinoids.

 

A Premium Smoke - our Premium Syringe.
Child-resistant Twistspenser syringe
Guaranteed total potency of 75% or higher -
current average is 82%.
Chosen on a batch by batch basis - these
meet higher standards for clarity, color,
terpene content, and potency.
This oil looks beautiful filled into an empty
cartridge - yum!

 

Rich, Luxurious, Soft As Can Be - 
our LuxeLeaf Body Butter.

Crafted and infused in house using only raw, natural
ingredients. 
1:1 formula - each jar contains 50mg THC and 50mg
CBD.
Currently available in two scents: Liberation (tea tree,
peppermint) and Harmony (vanilla, jasmine, rose,
lavender).
Intended as a luxuriant, hydrating, softening body
butter in addition to providing the benefits of a
cannabis topical. Treat yourself!

 

Simple, Wonderful - WonderLeaf Brand Battery
Variable-voltage, push-button battery
Works perfectly with our 510 thread cartridges.
Lower voltages for the most terpene payoff 
Preheats for 15 seconds at 1.8v - perfect for cold
winter mornings, or thicker viscosity oils.

 


